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cannons of taxation. The principle advanced by Adam Smith

that taxes

(1) should be in proportion to revenue received

(2) should be certain and not arbitary

(3) should be levied at a time convenient for taxpayers,

and

(4) should cost as little as possible to collect.
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capital.

(1) In the economic sense, capital may be used to mean

(a) capital goods i.e. goods produced and intended

for furthur  production and

(b) the money available for investment.

(2) In the accounting sense, it means the net worth of

an enterprise.

(3) In business, the term may refer to the amount

invested in an enterprise by its owners or it may

refer to the total assets of an enterprise.

capitalism. An economic system based upon the private
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capital movements. The transfer of funds from one nation to

another by private individuals or companies. Capital

movements may be for either long-term or short-term

gains.

capitalized value. The value arrived at by dividino annual

earnings by a stipulated rate of interest, usually the ,

prevailinq rate.

capital stock. The permanently invested capital of a

corporation contributed by the owners either at or

subsequent to the time the corporation is organized.

Capital stock is divided into shares of equal value, and

is usually divided into classes with different rights
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ceiling price. A maximum price allowed by government

regulation. Ceiling prices are usually imposed in wartime

as part of a price-control system designed to prevent the

cost of living from rising, but they have also been

established in peacetime in countries where inflationary

pressures have increased. The prices of goods and

services are generally fixed at the highest levels

prevailing for some stated period, usually the period

immediately preceding the announcement of the control.

Transactions at higher prices are prohibited by law

unless they are demonstrated to be necessary.

Central bank. The most important bank in a country, usually

possessing official standing in the government. It

regulates the banking system and the supply of money and

credit to help promote the public goals of economic

growth and high employment with a minimum of inflation.
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Certificate of origin. A document which identifies the place

of origin of the goods. Such a document may be required

by customs officials.

a 'uv~nurauswli  ~iiPluo\l%u& honalsduaanuuwauni rihua,u-
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certified check. A depositor's check which has been guaran-

teed for payment by the bank

r~nwP¶&n  ,~prif\sspa~~~,~u~ounl-a;lp1  bib

ceteris paribus. A Latin phrase meaning "all thing remaining

the same" or "all relevant factors being equal." The

term is used in the analysis of a variety of economic

phenomena.

chain banking. The process of directing and operating a

group of banks by some one bank which has acquired its

control or influence by system of interlocking directo-

rates, majority stock ownership, or some other means,

the various banks in the group being apparently
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chain store. One of a number of retail stores, all owned and

managed by one company.

- -
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charter party. The contract between the owner of vessels and

the party using the vessels.

~~15~~4alU a&od  r$oLL3z&otierauaTa

Check. A written order draw" upon a bank by a depositor

requesting the bank to pay on demand d certain sum of

money to the bearer, or to the order of some person or

corporation named on the face of the check.
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CIF (named port of destination) means "Cost, Insurance and

Freight." This term is the same as C&F but with the

addition that the seller has to procure marine insurance

against the risk of loss of damage to the qoods during

the carriage. The seller contracts with the insurer

and pays the insurance premium. The buyer should not
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clean bill, A bill of exchange which has no documents

attached.

clean bill of lading. A bill of lading without notations of

defects in the goods received by the steamship company.

'Lu~Rsli\r~~unlboT;ij;o"?lus::~"?,,u  ri%muuoulun-idufG?l
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clearing agreement. An agreement between two or more nations

under which no foreign exchange is used for payment of

goods and services. Each nation keeps an account in

which the amounts of goods and services sold or bought

are credited or debited. Exporters will be paid and

importers will pay in their home currency.
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clearing house. An institution that undertakes the settle-

ment of indebtedness between members. For example,

traders in certain commodity markets use a clearing

house to avoid the passing of cheques between brokers,

dealers, etc. All sales and purchases are registered

with the clearing house, which sends difference

accounts to the traders, usually on fixed accounting

days.

clearings. Checks and other documents presented by a bank

for collection at the clearing house.

L-%&I  rona&u&aum-mhm ~7%  ~3uddwhTnGyB

closed economy. An economy assumed not to take part in

International Trade, so that it has no Exports or

Imports. Though no such economy exists in the real

world, the assumption is a useful simplification when

examining how total expenditures on Consumption and

Investment and Government Expenditure and Taxtion
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C.O.D. A term of  sales  requiring collection of cash  from  the

buyer as  the  goods  are  turned over to  him.
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collusion. Overt cooperation between oligopolists to set

common policies. These policies generally involve setting

agreed Prices, and may also involve assigning 'mrket

quotas and coordinating Investment plans. Since collu-

sion precludes price competition, and tends to promote

inefficiency and a low rate of innovation it has been

criticized by economists.

combination. The bringing together of several companies into

one with the purposes to eliminate or control competition,

to effect economies or to provide large amounts of

commercial bank. A bank, the principal function of which is

to receive deposits subject to check, and to nake short-

term loans to its customers.
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commercial invoice. A document prepared by sellers giving

statement for the goods sold.

GJ%?i~~U%U&l ~onslsd\r~~l"~~M.~~~~~~l""~~  L&rarTu
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commercial policy. Governmental policies relating to the

industrial and commercial welfare of the nation. The

term applies particulary  to public policies to control or

encourage foreign trade, investment and shipping, and the

maintainance of facilities in foreign countries to aid

business interests.

U~WWMm"7%diid; uKuuluuso~~u,ad~~rTudnluu~ffRn7~
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commercial treaty. An agreement between two or more countries

setting forth the conditions under which the nationals

of one country, partly to the agreement, may do business
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commission house. A middleman who acts as the agent of buyers

or sellers and receive commission for the services

rendered.

commodity agreement. An agreement, made between nations,

covering the production and distribution of commodities,

existing quantities of which exceed normal world demands.

Such an agreement may include provisions for the control

of production, exports and prices, the creation of

reserve stocks, and means of expanding existing markets.

commodity exchange. An association of traders providing an
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organized market for  the  buying and selling  of  certain

commodities. The  commodities dealt in are  not brought to

\he market place;  their  existence is attested by

documents which  identify  the  amounts and  quality. Much

of  the  trading  on  the  commodity exchanges is for  Hedging

purpose, involving purchases and  sales  for  future

delivery. Commbdity exchanges exist for  wheat, cott.on,

sugar,  corn,  coffee, and  other products that  can  be

accurately classified as  to  standards  of quality.

commodity standard. A monetary system  under  which  money  is

convertible into  a commodity at  a specified  rate.

"-ln~~l"nl'  L%I  & L3UQ,F191  adieu  sau3uma?aJ5mF11,ti
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Common Agricutural Policy (CAP). A set  of  policies and

devices by  which member states  of  the  European Community

(EC)  seek  to  merge their  individual  agricultural

programs into  a united effort to  promote reqional

agricultural development,fair and  rising  standards of

living for  the  farm population, stable  agricultural

markets, increased agricultural productivity, and
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Comon  Commercial Policy. A policy agreed by members of the

*European Economic Community that lays down regulations

for meniber states concerning common external tariffs,

trade agreements, export subsidies, protection measures

against dun-ping, etc.
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common fund to finance buffer 'stocks. An international pool

of resources that could be used to finance the purchase

of buffer stocks for a number of different commodities.

In some  proposals, the purchases financed by the Common

Fund would seek to raise commodity export prices. In

other proposals, buffer stocks financed by a Common Fund

would aim primarily at stabilization of international

conunodity  prices.
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commonwealth preference. A system by which certain goods

can be imported into the U.K. from Commonwealth countries

a preferential rates of customs duties. It aIs0  applies

to certain exports from the U.K. to commonwealth

countries. The qoods  to which it applies, the amount of

the reduction, and the terms in which the preference is

granted vary with each commonwf~~lth  country (it was
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Compensating duty. A duty levied on imported finished

articles in order to compensate the increased costs of a

domestic manufacturer of similar articles when such costs

are attributable to a tariff on the raw materials used

composite demand. The total demand for a product or service

originating in an indefinite number and variety of wants,

all of which can be satisfied by that particular product

or service. The demand for day laborers, for example,

may originate in agricultural production, construction

work, or a large number of other activity. Also called

"rival demand".



concession. In GATT trade negoiations, those reduction a

country makes in its own tariff and non-tariff import

barriers to induce other countries to make reductions
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Conditional indorsement. An indorsement which stipulates a

condition which must happen before the special endorsee

is entitled to payment.

Conditional sale. A sale made with the condition that the

tite to the goods will not pass to the buyer until the

goods are paid for in full.
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Confirmed letter of credit. A letter of credit in which the

payment of all drafts drawn against it is guaranteed by

a bank in the beneficiary's country.

Consignee. The recipient of merchandise shipped on consign-

Consignment.

1. Goods shipped by one person to another

2. A shipment of merchandise from the owner (consignor)

to another party (consignee) on the condition that it

will be paid for when sold
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constant  cost. The situation in which average cost per unit

of output remains unchanged as output varies.
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consultation. A thorough-going review by interested

countries of any trade policy action by a contractinq

party to GATT that may "impair", or adversely affect,

the trade interests of another contracting party.

Consultation may be required under Articles XXII and XX

III of the GATT by any contracting party that feels its

trade has been "impaired".
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Consumer credit. Credit extended to consumers for the

purchase of goods and services. Consumer credit may be

extended by means of charge account, an installment

Consumer goods. Goods which are used directly in the

satisfaction of human desires; contrasted with producer's

goods which are used to facilitate the production of other

goods.

containerized freight. Freight shipped in a large metal box

similar to a truck trailer. The box is often equipped

with detachable wheel and, because it can be handled as

a unit, provides flexibility as to form of transport in

.
handling the commodities. This form of shipping is often

used for relatively small commodities. AlSo called

"capsule cargo".
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controlled economy. An economy which is extensively regulated

by government. Such an economy does not necessarily

involve government ownership of the means of production,

but it may embrace a certain amount of economic planning

conventional tariff. A tariff established through the

"conventionals" (agreements) that result from tariff

negotiations under GATT auspices.

"

convertibility. A currency is said to be cor)vertible  when

it may be freely exchanged for another currency or gold
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Council for Mutnal Economic Aid (COMECON). An organization

for economic cooperation formed in 1949 and consisting

of the Iron-Curtain countries : Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary, Poland, Romania, and the U.S.S.R. Albania, the

German Democratic Republic, and Mongolia have since

become members and North Vietnam, North Korea, China,

Yugoslavia, and Cuba have attended as observers, although

China and Albania have now ceased to attend. Its original

purpose was to facilitate coordination of the central

planning of the economies of the region and to consolidate

Soviet influence in the area. It therefore did not seek

trading contract outside the group attemping to establish

a relatively self-sufficient economic system.

Counter check. A check supplied by a bank to its depositors

who use it to withdraw money from their accounts. A

counter check is not negotiable.



counter vailing duties. Additional levied imposed on imports

by the importing countries to offset government subsidies

in the exporting countries.

credit control. Any policy pursued by government or banks

with a view to expanding or contracting credit. Credit

may be controlled to a certain extent by changing the

rediscount, or by lowering or increasing the requirements

for bank reserves.

cross-rate. The rate of exchange between two currencies

calculated by reference to the rate of exchange between

each of the two and a third currency.
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cumulative stock. Capital stock on which dividends accumulate

as a liability of the corporation and will be paid during

some subsequent year.

current asset. An asset hhich is temporary in character and

hence will be converted into cash within a relatively

short period of time, usually a year, such as cash, bills

receivable, accounts receivable and inventory.
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Customs duty. A tax levied upon goods transported from one

country to another.
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Cyclical unemploymer,t. Unemployment attributed tr the

deflationary phase of a business cycle.
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